# CONSTRUCTION OF PEDAGOGIC BUILDINGS AND AMPHITHEATRES IN UNIVERSITIES

**Line Ministry**  
Ministry of Higher Education, Scientific Research and Innovation (MESRSI)

**Justification**  
To increase capacities of accommodation by constructing and equipping pedagogic buildings and amphitheaters in higher education institutions (IES)

**Areas of intervention**  
National

**Duration**  
2016-2020

**Sector and sub-sector activities**  
Education and training

**General objective**  
To develop access to higher education

**Specific objectives**
- To build and equip 46 pedagogic buildings in polytechnic universities and university centers
- To build and equip twinned 10 amphitheaters of 750 places in polytechnic universities and university centers

**Expected outcomes**
- 46 pedagogic buildings in polytechnic universities and university centers are built
- 10 twinned amphitheaters of 750 places in polytechnic universities and university centers are built and equipped

**Main recipients**  
Students, lecturers

**Components**
1. Architectural technical, follow-up and control studies
2. Construction of pedagogic buildings and amphitheaters
3. Equipment in furniture and specific materials of pedagogic buildings and amphitheaters
4. Institutional support

**Availability of feasibility study:**  
Feasibility study not available.

**Total cost:**  
107,721,356,000 CFAF, equivalent to 164,220,149 Euros, of which:
- Financing Acquired: 14,487,115,000 CFAF, equivalent to 22,085,464 Euros
- Financing Required: 93,234,242,000 FCFA, equivalent to 142,134,685 Euros

**Type of sought partnership:**  
TFP

**Contacts of focal point (name, telephones, Fax, E-mail)**
Direction générale des études et des statistiques sectorielles (DGESS)
Téléphone : +226 70 75 34 16 / 78 08 36 51
Adresse e-mail : batiosat_2002@yahoo.fr

Secrétariat permanent du Plan national d'action de développement de l'enseignement supérieur (SP/PNADES)
Avenue : Charles de Gaulle, BP : 7130
Adresse e-mail : katyouattara@yahoo.fr
Téléphone : +226 25 40 97 78